of these challenges are not unique to SES modeling and may be pervasive in other scientific fields, they still act as barriers as well as research opportunities for the SES modeling community. For each challenge, we outline basic steps that can be taken to surmount the underpinning barriers. Thus, the paper identifies priority research areas in SES modeling, chiefly related to progressing modeling products, processes and practices.
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Introduction: Why SES modeling for actionable science?
Socio-Environmental Systems (SES) modeling involves developing and/or applying models to investigate complex problems arising from interactions among human (i.e. social, economic) and natural (i.e. biophysical, ecological, environmental) systems. SES modeling can be used to support multiple goals, such as informing decision making and actionable science, promoting learning, education and communication . SES models are developed using a diverse set of computational modeling approaches, including system dynamics, Bayesian networks, agent-based models, dynamic stochastic equilibrium models, statistical microsimulation models and hybrid approaches (Kelly et al., 2013) . Developed and applied appropriately, SES models can be effective tools to help address socio-environmental issues in systematic and collaborative ways (Pahl-Wostl et al., 2013; Schimel, et al., 2015) . Firstly, SES modeling enables the formal representation of complex adaptive systems by integrating qualitative and quantitative methods and data on: system components, interactions among components, and their responses to changes in the exogenous or endogenous drivers (Levin et al., 2013) . Secondly, SES modeling allows developers and users to systematically explore and assess the interactive effects of changes in controllable (e.g. policy and its instruments) and uncontrollable (e.g., natural and external system influences) drivers on systems of interest (Hamilton et al., 2015) . Thirdly, SES modeling provides a science-informed platform for stakeholders to exchange and consolidate their knowledge towards realizing a shared understanding and potentially accommodating an alternative course of action (Zellner, 2008) .
With the advent of new techniques, data sources, and computational power on the one hand, and the growing sustainability challenges on the other, the expectation is that SES modeling should be more widely used to inform decision-making at multiple scales (Zellner and Campbell, 2015) . Nevertheless, this is not a straightforward endeavor, and both theoretical and methodological challenges abound.
Current societal-policy demands, such as those posed by the UN Sustainable Development Goals and the 2015 Paris Agreement, are pressing, driving most prominently the transformation and development of new markets, and energy, water, and transport infrastructure. Informing the long-term and unintended consequences of such decisions (e.g., natural resource depletion, climate change, pollution, socio-economic disparity) is crucial so as to avoid locking systems into unsustainable pathways. It is therefore timely to promote innovative research around the grand scientific challenges for progressing SES modeling. Grand challenges are interpreted here as key thrust areas where sustained efforts can accelerate high impact research and practice.
This paper
The presented study aims to identify and formulate current grand challenges in SES modeling, in order to propose clear directions for future generations of models and modeling, to both their developers and users. In here a synthesis of the state-of-the-art in SES modeling is presented to inform policy design, identifying persistent issues to address and opportunities for further advances. The presented study also serves as introductory teaching material for educators to present an overview of the current challenges in SES modeling.
The grand challenges were constructed in two steps. Firstly, a thorough literature review of first-hand experiences with developing SES models and previous work on synthesizing the challenges was conducted. This inventory of challenges in SES modeling was further used to elicit the salient ones. Namely, a number of SES modeling experts, including the authors, were asked to add, comment, merge, detail and prioritize to this inventory as a basis for the following step. Secondly, during an international workshop, "Use of socioenvironmental systems modeling in actionable science: State-of-the-art, Open Challenges and Opportunities," held and supported by SESYNC in March 2018, eight grand challenges were identified and elaborated on by an interdisciplinary team of experts. Hence, they are a result of a careful selection of issues dispersed through the academic and grey literature, which was further refined through a bottom-up interdisciplinary dialog.
Grand challenges in SES modeling
The eight challenges identified for SES modeling are presented in Figure 1 . While some of these eight challenges may well be relevant for other modeling domains, such as more biophysical, environmental or social modeling, the current paper considers them from the position of coupled modeling of social and environmental systems. As discussed through the paper, the coupled nature of any SES modeling effort brings its inherit specifics. We begin with the challenge of epistemological and ontological differences and misunderstandings across disciplines where impediments to SES modeling often first arise (Section 2.1). In Section 2.2, we draw attention to the appropriate treatment of uncertainty throughout the modeling process. Challenges, but also opportunities, arise when one combines quantitative and qualitative methods (Section 2.3) and integrates models across components represented at different and multiple scales (Section 2.4). Better ways for capturing systemic shifts to a new regime with different spatio-temporal dynamics is needed to advance SES modeling (Section 2.5). Modeling human dimension influences is a challenge in and of itself, as meaningful representations of the richness of decision making by the different actors is still in its infancy (Section 2.6 ). Yet, this dimension is critical if we are to relate environmental and human impacts to controllable causes and invoke stakeholder engagement as a key strategy to tie the SES modeling effort to impacts in practice (Section 2.7). One of the more topical opportunities is the leveraging of new data types and sources, particularly where these bear examination for their ability to add valuable information and reduce modeling uncertainty (Section 2.8). The interdisciplinary nature of the study of SES can be a fundamental challenge due to epistemological pluralism (Miller et al., 2008) . Scholars from diverse disciplines or approaches are trained in different ways, leading to alternative epistemologies or means of knowing. Misunderstandings and conflicts can arise if this epistemological diversity is not recognized and reconciled (MacMynowski, 2007) . These misunderstandings can result in controversies about framing problems and solutions, conflicting evidence, and lead ultimately to the erosion of trust and value of the role of scientific evidence (Sarewitz, 2004) . This is a deep and common challenge in interdisciplinary research, and we focus on the following issues as they specifically relate to SES modeling.
Even the combining of knowledge, ideas and methods from different disciplines within the social sciences (for example, psychology and economics) or within the environmental sciences (e.g. hydrology and ecology) requires additional considerations and building bridges. Yet, connecting the social and natural sciences for SES problems is an effort of another order: it is about integrating different worlds. As one illustration, the fact that the SES are dynamic in nature is not considered by the core philosophy of many social sciences that focus on understanding perceptions or relationships of a particular moment or timeframe. Yet, dynamics is an axiomatic consideration for environmental modelers.
Disciplinary training. Disciplinary training leads to specialized methodological expertise, such as in econometrics, calculus, hydrology, ecology, content analysis, and laboratory research. To address critical topics in SES, however, multiple methods are needed (Poteete et al., 2010) . Since disciplinary training does not allow for exposure to and understanding of the underlying assumptions, research philosophy and purposes of diverse methods, it hampers the agreement regarding the proper methodological approach of a problem . Interdisciplinary collaboration also poses several challenges in engaging with heterogeneous actors from different backgrounds, including developing a common language to communicate effectively (Athanasiadis, 2017) .
Ambiguity about what constitutes data. Differences in epistemological backgrounds can lead to different perceptions regarding the validity, quality and meaning of data, as well as the validity of means to collect and analyze data . For example, narratives are commonly used as data in anthropology, but may not be perceived as valuable data by a more natural scientist, while data collected via sensors and webcrawling might be considered big data source by computer scientists, but out of context by a typical humanist.
Institutional gate-keeping practices. Interdisciplinary research on SES has become more established over the last 25 years. There is an increase in well-respected interdisciplinary journals who embrace epistemological diversity (e.g. Ecology & Society, Nature Sustainability), funding agencies that provide funding opportunities for interdisciplinary research (e.g. Coupled Human-Natural Systems of the US National Science Foundation), and there have been institutional changes at some universities to stimulate interdisciplinary and epistemological pluralism (Crow and Dabars, 2015) . Despite these promising changes, traditional funding agencies and publishers are still dominated by disciplinary experts who are less experienced in interdisciplinary science, and therefore tend to reject novel interdisciplinary methodological approaches and theoretical frameworks. On the other hand, interdisciplinary scholars who connect theories and methods of different disciplines are often seen as being shallow in their disciplinary expertise. This viewpoint suggests a lack of appreciation for knowledge integration as deep expertise in its own right, thereby reinforcing existing academic silos.
Lack of standard collaboration norms. Disciplines vary in their norms and practice of collaboration. For example, climate modelers depend on large-scale collaborations to collect data, and develop and execute climate models. This is in contrast to, for instance, anthropologists who do ethnographic work in remote locations and produce narratives of their systematic observations. It is not yet standard across all fields to share well-documented data and model code (Janssen, 2017; Stodden et al., 2018) , which hinders the accumulation and meaningful synthesis of knowledge and collaboration between fields. However, there has been increasing awareness of the lack of data and model code sharing and transparency standards in all fields of science (Baker, 2016) . This has led funding agencies to request sharing research results in public repositories, and journals to require availability of data used to produce a publication, albeit with limited success to date (Stodden et al., 2018) . Nevertheless, the role of science in society will likely stimulate scientific communities to keep improving their transparency and reuse of data and code. This transformation will require a change in research practices, which consequently may increase the acceptance of collaborative open science.
The way forward
These epistemological challenges are embedded in the disciplinary structure of our educational and scholarship system. Changing this structure is likely a long haul, but a number of possible developments in the near future will enhance the adoption of epistemological pluralism and facilitate increased capacity to advance SES modeling:
Training in multiple disciplines. Developing a diverse skillset to perform SES modeling requires additional training beyond the typical single-discipline graduate program. A scholar might be still specialized in a particular discipline, but would have sufficient basic training in other disciplines to operate in a transdisciplinary environment. Wider availability of short-term immersive training programs for students, postdoctoral scholars and faculty will enable scholars to keep up with the diverse set of methods and approaches needed for integrative SES research. Obvious example topics of short courses are "social science methods for environmental scientists" or "natural sciences tools for social scientists." Learning about relevant features of other disciplines helps bridge epistemologies.
Effective communication and trust in interdisciplinary collaborations. Building trust through effective communication is an important criterion for success in interdisciplinary work (National Research Council, 2006; Poteete et al., 2010) . Researchers may have difficulty understanding other disciplines' concepts and jargon, and may mistrust the rigor and reliability of results from other disciplines, stemming from epistemological issues.
There is no substitute for extended interactions and conversations among team members to overcome these obstacles, and it can be valuable to make time for these, both before and during the early phases of a project (Athanasiadis, 2017; Lattuca, 2001) .
Advancing multi-method approaches. Quantitative model coupling is a practice that has been extensively exercised in the past, and technical solutions have been deployed for linking together constituent models to answer an ever-expanding breadth and complexity of research questions. Work in creating common ontologies with look up tables to translate between discipline-specific terminology aids this process (Peckham, 2014) . At the same time, the technical reuse of model component implementations should involve attempts to conceptually align the underlying models (Voinov and Shugart, 2013) , so as to avoid intractable models that obscure, rather than illuminate, decision-making (Lee, 1973; Zellner, 2008) . In this respect, any attempt to use multiple methods together, including quantitative and qualitative methods, requires not only tools to support the process, but also methodological advancements in how to use methods from different disciplines collectively (e.g., Elsawah et al., 2015) . There is little evidence in the literature on the use of multi-methods synergistically in modeling (See Section 2.3), such as in how multiple methods can be combined and used to handle multiple uncertainty sources in an integrated way (See Section 2.2).
Acknowledging the multiple purposes of modeling. The purposes for which models are built include prediction, exploration, learning and communication (Brugnach et al., 2008; Kelly et al., 2013) . Quantitative prediction is arguably the purpose most commonly associated with modelling. The diversity of theories of human behavior in social science and the empirical challenge of the complexity of influences on behavior can however make the goal of prediction intimidating for disciplinary experts. In situations of deep uncertainty (see section 2.2.1), approaching modelling with a goal of exploration or learning rather than prediction can build trust among interdisciplinary collaborators and deliver results that more thoroughly reflect this uncertainty. For example, models can be used to explore the consequences of different assumptions about human behavior, ecological dynamics, or social-ecological interactions and thereby illustrate the spread of different possible futures (see section 2.2.2). Models can also deliver value for collaborators by providing a tool for testing and learning about emergent consequences of sets of causal assumptions, ultimately improving the models that are used for prediction.
Diverse reward schemes. In order to stimulate a collaborative interdisciplinary scholarship, career reward and funding structures need to change to be more diverse and inclusive (Goring et al., 2014) . Instead of a prime focus on research outputs such as the number of published articles and their citations and institutional reputation, other forms of impacts should be recognized. These could include contribution to data sets and code development, network building, social media communication, policy engagement, and realized social and environmental impact.
2.2
Grand challenge 2: Integrated treatment of modeling uncertainty
Nature of the challenge
In the modeling literature, the main sources of uncertainty are often attributed to: data, model structure, and model parameters (e.g. Kettner and Syvitski, 2016) . However, uncertainty sources extend beyond these modelonly sources and pertain to every modeling choice, activity and product, intermediate and final, generated throughout the modeling process. Furthermore, the various sources of uncertainty are often interlinked. For example, uncertainty around parameter values can stem from uncertainties associated with model structure, input data and calibration (Deletic et al., 2012) . Thus, uncertainty requires a more holistic treatment to identify, manage and report on the influences of the critical sources on objectives (such as predictions or decision options). The need for this holism is captured in the concept of deep uncertainty (Lempert, 2002; Maier et al., 2016) , a characteristic of SES modeling in general. Deep uncertainty exists when those involved in a decision do not know, or cannot agree upon, the system model that relates action to consequences, the probability distributions that implies upon the inputs to these models, the consequences to consider and their relative importance.
To date, in most SES modeling studies the focus of uncertainty assessment has been largely on quantitative uncertainty and sensitivity assessment methods and the outcomes achieved from using them. The assessment is typically confined to the narrower analysis of uncertainty around model parameters, inputs and other data but sometimes to alternative model structures. However, uncertainty arises in the various phases of the modeling process, including: defining model purpose and objectives (this includes the type and level of certainty sought); problem framing and model conceptualization (to investigate the appropriate challenge); setting up of model structure, parameters and boundary conditions; the verification/validation process and uncertainty assessment itself (including its qualitative aspects); model coding and numerical implementation; and the communication process and modeling workflows used (Jakeman and Jakeman, 2016) . Many of these sources of uncertainty are often overlooked in SES modeling studies.
Recently, there has been growing attention to the development of frameworks for considering uncertainty in a more holistic manner (e.g. Beven, 2016; Guillaume et al., 2016; Maier et al., 2016) . These efforts have contributed to improving our conceptual understanding of uncertainty by focusing on:
(1) developing typologies to explicitly characterize uncertainty as a multi-dimensional concept (Di Baldassarre et al., 2016; Maier et al., 2016; Merz et al., 2015; Refsgaard et al., 2007; Walker, 2003) ; (2) articulating workflows to break-down and specify the detailed tasks involved in uncertainty management; (3) providing guidance to practice by linking typologies and workflows to existing methods and tools (Ferson and Sentz, 2016; Harp and Vesselinov, 2012; Ligmann-Zielinska et al., 2014) ; and (4) incorporating distinctions between epistemic (knowledge-based) and aleatory (stochastic) uncertainty into uncertainty assessments (Ferson and Setnz, 2016; Harp and Vesselinov, 2012) . Table 1 provides an overview of the potential sources of modeling uncertainties examined by a range of methods. To provide independent assessment and assurance of the quality of the modeling process and credibility of results, and may serve as a process to involve stakeholders All the modeling process Refsgaard et al., 2007 .
Limited adoption of integrated uncertainty assessment in practice. Despite the recent theoretical and methodological advances provided above, there is still a chasm between these advances and their actual use in practice to inform decision makers about uncertainty. For example, Zare et al. (2017) reveal in their bibliometric analysis of the integrated water assessment and modeling literature the paucity of focus on uncertainty. The gap between theory and practice can reflect differences in deeply rooted epistemological stances (see Section 2.1) and/or inadequate resources being devoted to uncertainty assessment of SES models. Limited adoption of uncertainty assessment may also be attributed to insufficient practical guidelines for linking theory and practice with common and contextualized lessons around best approaches in how to incorporate uncertainty assessments. Example questions for uncertainty considerations in SES modeling are as follows. What is the level of certainty required in the context of the problem specifics (e.g. data limitations, resource constraints, and scale) that sufficiently fit the general purpose of the modeling exercise (e.g. Haasnoot et al., 2014) ? How can we employ multi-method approaches to address different sources of uncertainties? Can we rank uncertainty sources based on their influence on objectives? What critical information can be sought to reduce uncertainties to a useful level? Because modeling is a fluid procedure that involves many choices at every step (Lahtinen et al., 2017) , progress in achieving best practices for uncertainty characterization and management in the SES modeling process is best facilitated by undertaking case studies and generalizing by sharing the lessons gained.
Limited communication of uncertainty to decision makers. Although communication with decision makers and stakeholders about modeling uncertainty is a high priority, it remains a daunting task in SES modeling. Often the metrics presented to decision-makers are too complex and are difficult to interpret in user-relevant ways. The chasm between the methodological advances in uncertainty management and their actual use may also, in part, stem from the fear that communicating uncertainty to decision makers will slow down the decision-making process or undermine the relevance of scientific information. This fear is rooted in limited and flawed understanding of how people perceive risk information and make decisions under uncertainty (Morgan et al., 2002) . Gridlocks often arise when stakeholders have different visions that would lead to different decisions. Acknowledging uncertainty can shift the discussion towards agreeing on a solution that will work in different ways for everyone (e.g., by discussing what needs to be excluded, by whom, and how to proceed), rather than agreeing on a common vision (Kalra et al., 2015) . Mismatches between the way technical experts and decision makers interpret uncertainty have contributed to catastrophic misjudgments (Meyer et al., 2006; Vaughan, 1996; Watkins and Bazerman, 2003) . Moreover, experts are prone to overconfidence, so it is imperative that researchers be attentive to their subjective biases and the limitations of their results, and to make these clearly visible when they communicate those (Fischhoff et al., 1982; Jasanoff, 2003) .
Another related issue is that stakeholders may have difficulty distinguishing structural uncertainty versus uncertainty in model parameters and data. This relates to the lack of training in using models to reason about complex problems. Novices tend to associate uncertainty with lack of data, and so focus their efforts on data collection and analysis. However, structural uncertainty is not resolved with more data unless it reveals structural weaknesses.
Modeling can help us explore the problem space and bound the associated uncertainty especially when incorporating a social component. Many cases that quantified the uncertainty relating to both environmental systems and socio-economic systems found that the uncertainty pertaining to socio-economic systems was at least an order of magnitude larger than that pertaining to environmental components(e.g. Bonzanigo et al., 2015; Kalra et al., 2015) . This is because the frequency of change is often higher for socio-economic systems (population growth, economic growth, urbanization) compared to environmental systems, and the uncertainty on the rate of change is sometimes higher as well (with the exception of ecological collapses). For example, most natural hazard risk assessments find that changes in exposure and vulnerability are much more uncertain than changes in hazard for quantifying future risk. Similar findings have been reported by water planning and hydropower planning studies, which have shown that socioeconomic factors, such as demand growth and electricity prices, can be a larger threat than climate change (Jongman et al., 2015) .
There is a culture of using models in a predictive mode to inform decision making. Even if uncertainty is given around the predictions in terms of confidence bounds or ranges, the information, in the case of SES especially, will be subject to numerous limiting assumptions, many of which can be heroic and/or unspecified. Such a prediction-mode culture is intended to quantify the confidence in the effectiveness of the actions supported by the modeling and can be used to infer how uncertainty might be reduced. An alternative, however, is to embrace the less-probabilistic method of exploration of uncertainty.
The way forward
Addressing this grand challenge requires a paradigm shift towards integrated uncertainty assessment as a fundamental principle and standard practice for SES modeling. The most important principle that must become standard practice in SES modeling to overcome this challenge is that uncertainty types and sources need to be identified, prioritized and managed throughout the whole modeling process. Uncertainty assessment and its communication should not just be a technical add-on. Its consideration should begin at the problem defining stage, integrated into the workflow and involve all relevant stakeholders. Such management of uncertainty should be iterative throughout, revisiting objectives, assumptions and practices to discover feasible interventions (Fu et al., 2015) . To realize this paradigm shift we identify below several priority areas for research and action.
More attention to the qualitative aspects of uncertainty. Uncertainty assessment demands more eclectic treatment in the SES context, some of it necessarily being more qualitative and empirical. Most SES modeling steps need expert and/or stakeholder engagement and evaluation, for which there is now much guidance regarding the why and how (e.g. Bert et al., 2014; Voinov and Bousquet, 2010; Walker et al., 2003; Zellner et al., 2012) . Used wisely, stakeholder and expert engagement, in conjunction with documented workflow practices and modeling assumptions, can make uncertainties transparent and even reduce them. Another crucial, and largely qualitative, aspect for SES problems is well defining the problem scoping and framing, as well as taking into account the governance, societal and environmental contexts, and level of certainty required for the model purpose (see Hamilton et al., 2015 for integrated assessment and modeling; and Jakeman et al., 2016 with respect to integrated groundwater management). Research opportunities are still untapped for the use of methods (e.g. mental modeling, critical systems thinking) that explicitly articulate, critically analyze, and incorporate different problem frames into the modeling process (Quinn et al., 2017) . All this requires thoughtful engagement with stakeholders and experts, and devoting more time and resources than often is allocated in projects.
More attention to methods that identify and integrate model structure sources of uncertainty. In the technical modeling phase, components representing the different sectors of an integrated SES model can have less standard, and different, formulations to one another, as well as varying levels of epistemic knowledge and data informativeness (e.g. some may be simple equations, others rules, some Bayesian networks or partial differential equations). These properties make standard methods of uncertainty analysis, such as those based on strict Bayesian techniques, unsuitable. Exploring uncertainty requires not only varying parameters, but also considering alternatives that relate to assumptions in model structure. The need to drastically simplify reality in SES models leads to potentially high structural uncertainties. Attention here is particularly relevant when there is uncertainty about behavioral characteristics of the social system, such as which decision heuristics the public uses (Janssen, 2016) , or competing paradigms about any component, such as how to represent ecological response. One method to handle structural uncertainties where there are two or more competing hypotheses about system processes is developing and evaluating multiple model structures (Pollino et al. 2007; Wilensky and Rand, 2007) . Another approach is having the model structure, including the underlying conceptual model and assumptions, reviewed by subject experts.
Beyond traditional quantitative methods. Uncertainty crosses boundaries and propagates among system components, and it can defy treatment, at least in part, by probabilistic methods. Traditional methods alone, such as Monte Carlo based approaches to a model, therefore, need to be complemented with a mix of approaches, especially when epistemic uncertainty means that the probability distributions from which to draw Monte-Carlo samples are themselves unknown (Ferson and Sentz, 2016) . Algebraic, local and global sensitivity analysis, for example, can play a significant role in screening and ranking model influences and can be used as tools to put more emphasis on understanding the behavior of model components and their interactions. The methods listed in Table 1 are under-utilized in SES modeling, in particular the methods highlighted in the paragraphs below.
More attention to deep uncertainty and exploratory methods. If emphasizing possibilities rather than probabilities, exploratory modeling and analysis can be useful for searching for scenarios that lead to good, poor and intermediate outcomes, or specified objectives such as robustness metrics (Kwakkel and Pruyt, 2013; McPhail et al., 2018) . Exploratory modeling and analysis is related to robust decision making where computerassisted reasoning is used as an adaptive decision-support tool for complex systems with "deep uncertainty" (Hoch et al. 2015; Lempert, 2002; Zellner et al., 2012) . It implies a shift towards policy robustness, building on an understanding of uncertainty of trajectories and outcomes. In other words, uncertainty is not eliminated in this framework, but instead it is understood and incorporated into the decision-making process (e.g., Bankes et al., 2002; Zellner, 2008) . These approaches are used in finance such as with bank "stress tests" which became widespread after the 2007-2009 global financial crisis, where hypothetical crises are determined and used to quantify the robustness of a banks' balance sheets. Scenario-based approaches, analogous to financial stress tests, are now being increasingly applied to decision-support studies under deep uncertainty (Trutnevyte et al., 2016; Guivarch et al., 2017) .
More attention to surrogate modeling methods. Where components of models have prohibitive runtimes for analyzing uncertainty through multiple simulations, surrogate models or model emulation can be attractive.
Various methods have been developed to produce simpler/surrogate versions of an expensive model, in order to simulate its response to uncertain model parameters and inputs (see Yang et al., 2018 for an example application). The main requirement for constructing a faster running surrogate is that the response surface of the expensive model is smooth. Some of the most popular surrogate types include polynomial chaos expansions (Sudret, 2008) , Gaussian processes (Rasmussen and Williams, 2006) , and sparse grids (Bungartz and Griebel, 2004) . The most efficient are goal-oriented in nature and target very specific uncertainty measures. To our best knowledge, surrogate modeling is mostly used in environmental modeling, particularly hydrological modeling, but not for socio-economic systems. Surrogate modeling is thus a worthwhile direction for SES modelers to consider.
Better utilization of statistical data analysis techniques to inform uncertainty analysis. Almost always neglected or at least not reported is the analysis of data and its relationship to the model. There is a wealth of tools available to detect outliers, trends, implausible correlations, and timing errors in model responses, and to extract information from data. The value of simple visualization of model outputs in relation to model inputs, such as through their cross-correlation, is typically very useful before launching a sophisticated uncertainty analysis.
Strengthening the communication process among model developers and the audience. It is not only critical to characterize uncertainty, but also to draw on established best practices and communicate this effectively to decision makers. In practice, good communication of uncertainty can improve decision making by highlighting tradeoffs and enabling compromise seeking (Zellner et al., in press) . It is important to incorporate all relevant views in the analysis to avoid gridlocks if decision makers are unhappy with the model results (Hoch et al., 2015) .
To address this interdisciplinary knowledge gap, modelers would benefit from working closely with social and behavioral scientists as well as data and computer scientists (e.g. visual analytics) to design and implement effective measures for communicating uncertainty sources and their effects on model simulations (Fischhoff, 2006; National Research Council, 2007) .
2.3
Grand challenge 3: Combining qualitative and quantitative methods and data sources
Nature of the challenge
Integrating qualitative and quantitative data presents both challenges and opportunities to modeling SES. The physicist John Platt (1964) famously observed that "Many-perhaps most-of the great issues of science are qualitative, not quantitative, even in physics and chemistry." Nevertheless, qualitative data is often described as though it is inferior to quantitative data for modeling purposes, something to be settled for when it is impossible or impractical to acquire quantitative data (Smajgl and Barreteau, 2014) . Such reluctance can arise from the perception that models derived from qualitative data are "vague and therefore difficult […] to validate or falsify" (Di Baldassarre et al., 2015) . On the other hand, qualitative data collected by social scientists, often in the form of narratives, offer in-depth perspectives on individuals and their interactions with the natural and social environment. Thus, qualitative data are referred to as 'thick data' to emphasize the quality they come with, which is especially in opposition to the current trend of over-valuing 'big data' (Wang, 2013) .
There are advantages to mixed-methods research, combining both qualitative and quantitative methods and data sources. Quantitative data can measure some attributes of a system, while qualitative data can provide insight into the reasons why those attributes change, i.e., the processes of change (Kline et al., 2017; Millington and Wainwright, 2017; Mingers, 2001) . Mixed methods have proved valuable for modeling land use change, for example, with qualitative research providing rich descriptions of the heuristics employed by land-users to make decisions (Manson and Evans, 2007; Polhill et al., 2009) . Mixed methods research can also provide opportunities for triangulation, in which data acquired by one method are compared against data acquired by different methods (Jick, 1979; Midgley et al., 2013 ). Yet, developing models that combine both qualitative and quantitative methods is challenging as outlined below.
Determining the right balance between quantitative and qualitative aspects of data collection and model building. For certain studies, narratives and qualitative assessments are better, and for others, detailed quantitative assessments may be more important (Robinson et al., 2007) . The mixture of qualitative and quantitative methods may be determined by scientific considerations of what kinds of data would be most relevant to investigate the research questions, but could also be guided by practical considerations of the feasibility of implementing different methods, and by stakeholder needs and desires, as well as resource and expertise constraints. The scale, at which the study is focused, can also play a role in selecting and combining qualitative and quantitative data methods. For example, some qualitative methods, such as close reading of documents or transcribing and coding interviews and focus-group discussions, are too labor-intensive to be deployed broadly, whereas quantitative surveys can more easily be scaled up to cover a larger region. Conversely, qualitative descriptions of a region, obtained from maps or remote-sensing imagery, may be more practical than performing quantitative fieldwork and groundtruthing.
Implementing mixed-methods in practice. This remains a challenge, partly because much of the existing mixedmethods research on SES is complementary, rather than truly integrative (Cheong et al., 2011) . Integration of empirical data with model output poses additional challenges, especially when there are quantitative and qualitative aspects to the model output . This cannot be isolated from the absence of standard tools and methods for integrating data from diverse sources that spans spatial, temporal and social organizational scales (Section 2.4).
Disciplinary perceptions of methods and data. There are significant differences between and within disciplines in the training of mathematical and computational skills. Historic emphasis on quantification in science has led to the extreme view, held by some, that 'real science' requires mathematical formalisms. Perceptions of superiority of methods in general may hamper the inclusion of more qualitative approaches (i.e., those that do not rely exclusively on mathematical and computational skills) such as those used in many social sciences and humanities. This perception may also explain the disproportionately small amount of funding from governmental agencies for social sciences.
The way forward
Many of the ways forward in bridging epistemologies across disciplines described in Section 2.1.2 will also help to address the challenge of combining qualitative and quantitative methods and data sources, particularly advancing multi-method methodologies and tools. When integrating quantitative and qualitative methods, models and/or data, there also has to be a determination of whether the assumptions and underlying processes are matching, or at least compatible. Three other priority areas for research include:
Reflective and comparative studies to examine the effect of alternative designs. There are different forms for designing a multi-method approach (e.g. parallel, sequential). However, there is limited understanding of the implications of each methodological design on a study's results. There is a need for case study applications that allow for more visibility into, and comparison of, different design options across different SES modeling problems. Implementing such requires methodological support from empirical social science and ethnomethodology fields for studying modeling methodologies in situ. This requires consistent reporting standards and protocols that capture sufficient details about the modeling process.
Development of methods to support semantics mediation. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, establishing common ontologies is key to coupling models, tools and data from different disciplines. Particularly as we move towards automated integration of data, methods and models, assimilation requires a semantic mediation mechanism.
Various methods have been developed to couple quantitative variables, like CSDMS [Community Surface Dynamics Modelling System] Standard Names (Peckham, 2014) or CF [Climate and Forecast] Convention Standard Names (Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, 2012), but these are mostly used within a single set of disciplines. Methods and data repositories that operate across social and environmental disciplines (e.g. https://seslibrary.asu.edu/) are needed. First of all, however, semantic vocabularies for the various disciplines need to be agreed upon and built to make semantic mediation possible. Once vocabularies are built, the level of accuracy of integration of quantitative and qualitative data has to be determined, which in most cases will depend upon the scientific research question. Scale is also an important aspect of semantic mediation, as Villa et al. (2017) pointed out: "scale is key to establishing meaning", as scale shifts determine semantic compatibility. For instance, a particular phenomenon, for example rainfall, can be seen as an event by a meteorologist and as a process by a hydrologist.
Focusing on qualitative outputs of models. Qualitative features of model outputs are sometimes of more interest than their quantitative features, for example: whether the level of a natural resource will increase or decrease, whether a tipping point (of social or ecological origin) is about to be reached (see section 2.5.1), or whether a collapse in the level of natural resource is irreversible. In appropriate situations, recognizing that quantitative outputs are of less interest can lead to the use and continued development of methods that are less reliant on quantitative data. For example, while sometimes used only as a tool for communication or an intermediate step in model-building, causal loop diagrams are models based on qualitative data about causal relationships in an SES that can be analyzed to anticipate responses to leverage points (Luvuno et al., 2018) . If the stability, or lack thereof, of an SES is the major output of interest, then the method of generalized modeling (Lade & Niiranen, 2017) is an alternative to a fully parameterized simulation model that requires only semi-quantitative inputs easily derived from qualitative narratives.
2.4
Grand challenge 4: Dealing with scales and scaling 2.4.1 Nature of the challenge Socio-environmental systems operate across a variety of spatial, temporal and organizational scales (Levin, 1992) . SES models vary in spatial (from m 2 to entire continents or global) and temporal coverage (from minutes to decades) and in levels on the social dimension (e.g. household and firms, to community, province/state and nation) ( Figure 2) . Modeling of such complex, multi-scale systems requires clarity on the representation of scales in each type of subsystem, and matching a conceptual representation of variables and processes with their data (Scholes et al., 2013; Robinson et al., 2018) . Furthermore, since spatial and temporal domains between social and environmental systems tend not to overlap, they need to be coherently matched to allow for coupled modeling (Gibson et al., 2000) . This matching often requires advancements in upscaling and downscaling methods of connected subsystems (Contreras et al., 2018; Poggio et al., 2018) . Finally, macroscopic patterns and phenomena observed at higher scales in complex SES are an emergent result of microscopic behavior and interactions at lower scales (Epstein and Axtell, 1996; Levin et al., 2013) . We discuss the essence of the issues associated with this grand challenge below.
Representing and matching scales in SES models. It is self-evident that the choice of a model's spatial and/or temporal resolution has a significant impact on the simulation results. Thus the discretization of a partial differential equation for representing a groundwater model, for instance, affects the model parameters and outputs produced. Likewise, in representing social processes, the choice of the time horizon and the length of a single time step would significantly affect results (e.g., the output of a social cost-benefit analysis; Trenholm et al., 2013) . The choice of scale representation is further complicated when models with spatio-temporal mismatch are coupled (Vermaat et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 1999) . For example, social subsystem models are often simplified to annual or seasonal temporal resolutions that differ from the representation of environmental subsystems which are often daily or even sub-daily (e.g., global dynamic vegetation models that use hourly temperature and precipitation data) (Evans et al., 2013) . Models of human behavior are often designed for the individual or small group scale while many environmental problems are global in nature (Lippe et al., 2019) .
In addition to the need for conceptual consistency, empirical models of coupled SES require downscaling and upscaling of social and environmental processes to match other subsystems within the model (Figure 2 ). In the literature, there are examples that demonstrate approaches to resolving these scale differences while maintaining ontological and process consistency between coupled models that representing SES (Robinson et al. 2018) . While up/down-scaling approaches are actively used in environmental system analysis (Fowler et al., 2007; van Ittersum et al., 2013; Vereecken et al., 2007; Winsemius et al., 2013) , they are in their infancy for social systems. Coleman, 1998) .
Different levels of knowledge and data about the social and environmental subsystems at various scales.
Ultimately, data availability drives what is to be represented in a social or environmental sub-model, and at what scale. Often empirical social and environmental data are collected through field sampling (e.g., household or fieldplot surveys) that may not represent the level of heterogeneity present across large spatial -regional, national or continental -scales. In contrast, the use and disaggregation of census data, or perhaps remote sensing data for environmental subsystems, assumes the group (or pixel) values are representative of the individual's (ecological fallacy), which is at best an approximation. Some environmental data has a long history of observation, often enabled by automatic sensors delivering high resolution data. Yet, high resolution social data usually represent a single time interval, such as a survey or a post on social media, since social panel data is expensive to collect and may be hindered by privacy issues. Furthermore, it is difficult to capture the mechanisms driving social change, beyond stated or revealed preferences or attributes. Hence, often it is possible to quantify the stock of human capital, assets and other materials but it is difficult to represent the process of change associated with the social subsystem. In contrast, it is often difficult to quantify stocks in the natural system (e.g., soil organic carbon) but we have a depth of information about how these may change over time (e.g., loss of soil organic carbon through cultivation).
Modeling phenomena across multiple scales. Development of models capable of tracing the evolution of phenomena across scales in coupled SES is rooted in Complexity Science, whereby the overarching paradigm is that macro patterns are an emergent result of heterogeneous behaviors and interactions taking place at micro scales (Epstein and Axtell, 1996; Farmer et al., 2015; Levin et al., 2013) . In social systems, such cross-scale feedbacks -often presented as a Coleman boat (Coleman, 1998 ) -and the related aggregation problem (Kirman, 1992; Forni and Lippi, 1997) have long been a 'holy grail' for scientists. Coleman (1998) sought to explain how macro institutions (markets, social norms, voting rules) create boundary conditions for micro-actions of individuals (households, farmers, organizations) who in turn shape the former (Figure 2) . However, which social scale is to be matched with a particular environmental scale is contingent on an empirical research problem and this choice is difficult since social components may shift along the gradient of environmental scales (Figure 2 , dark green for macro scales to white for micro scales in the environmental subsystem). In SES modeling, a representation of generic cross-scale feedbacks that are broadly applicable among SES, and that directly affect our ability to replicate real-world SES outcomes, do not exist. Depending on the research question, cross-scale feedbacks could be either within the social sub-system (e.g. individual farmer decision ⬄ national agricultural subsidy ⬄ world food prices) or the environmental subsystem (e.g. local precipitation ⬄ regional climate ⬄ global climate model) subsystems, or within a coupled SES framework. While the former two seem to be the norm, there is no constraint on the number of levels of representation in multi-scale systems. Going beyond two scales requires modeling not only within both major systems (i.e., social and environmental within the coupled SES), but also interactions among their subsystems.
The way forward
This grand challenge calls for SES models that trace phenomena across scales instead of focusing on one, and demands an explicit representation of cross-scale feedbacks. Advancing the following priority areas of research will enable appropriate representation of scales and cross-scale dynamics in SES modeling.
Evaluation and comparison of different methodological choices related to scale. Progress in SES modeling will benefit from formal tests and comparisons on the methodological choices (representing, matching, and aggregating scales). This must embrace choices related to the treatment of scale (space, time, organizational) in order to quantify the range of outcomes resulting from different coupling designs. Candidate issues warranting investigation in this respect are: how the use of different down/up-scaling methods influence the model's results and uncertainty; eliciting whether there are thresholds in this aggregation process that alter dynamics of a coupled SES model; and what conceptual reasons underpin those thresholds. Accumulating knowledge on these issues over time, through synthesis and comparison across multiple modeling applications and studies, should ultimately lead to more formal use of existing (and the development of new) analysis tools that act on model results and data arrayed on space-time-organizational cubes, thereby improving our representation and understanding of changes in processes across scales.
Developing accessible resources on scaling methods. Statistical and related methods exist that can be used for: estimating missing data across space or time (e.g., Kriging); upscaling, downscaling, or scaling out (extrapolating) input or model output data; and calibrating and validating across space and time. These methods however, are underutilized in SES modeling, suggesting that specialized tutorials and a community forum to foster the fusion of data at multiple scales to enable credible models, especially in data-poor environments, is needed. Appropriate scaling of SES models to provide relevant representation of the human dimension is vital to assist actionable science in the Anthropocene era that we are witnessing.
Using social models at different scales to represent the vertical interactions within the social subsystem and cross-scale processes in SES. Acknowledging that various societal processes occur at different scales demands representing them hierarchically (farmer, household, firm, city, region, country, world economy). Future crossscale SES models are likely to be a nested integration of different software components and model types (Belete et al., 2017b; Verburg et al., 2016) , or a modular approach with validated, theoretically-grounded decision modules representing various social actors combined within one software platform (Bell et al., 2015) . Best practice in SES modeling advises that combining distinct models could utilize software wrappers to link models (Belete et al , 2019) and should entail full detailing of how human and environmental processes are intertwined (Belete et al., 2017a; Rounsevell, et al., 2016) .
2.5
Grand challenge 5: Capturing systemic changes in SES 2.5.1 Nature of the challenge SES are constantly in dynamic flux. These dynamics are of dual nature. Often trends can be observed in dynamics where gradual changes in past behavior or processes of a system could be extrapolated into the future with some confidence. Yet, an important characteristic of SES is its inclusion of non-linear spatio-temporal dynamics, especially for addressing unexpected systemic shifts to a new regime (Scheffer and Carpenter, 2003; Scheffer, 2009 Our ability to capture such transitions using quantitative models is fundamental to developing a better understanding of the key processes and their interactions and variability within SES dynamics. Existing modeling approaches, commonly used to capture and model systemic changes, include statistical models, equation-based system dynamics modeling and agent-based modeling (Filatova et al. 2016) . Two fundamental issues still perplex modelers of systemic change in SES:
Lack of knowledge and data on the fundamental processes that drive systemic shifts in social systems. A key barrier is the lack of a coherent and consolidated body of knowledge about the causes and dynamics of systemic changes in social systems that is on par with that of natural systems. This includes data gaps where longitudinal socio-economic and ethnographic data are not consistently measured over time or between cases, which continues to hamper our ability to create and validate models of SES dynamics. Several large social, economic and ethnographic datasets remain underexplored for trends and possible drivers of change (e.g., Ullah et al., 2015) , Moore et al., 2014) , demanding an introduction of new variables or causal linkages in formal models. Despite recent progress, current modeling methods exhibit limitations by pre-defining the model entities, rule or equations that guide their dynamics and determine the direction of feedbacks (Filatova et al. 2016) . Drawing generalizations from historical case studies in an era of unprecedented climate change and planetary-scale anthropogenic pressures on the environment, coinciding with a boost of new technologies raises uncertainty about the appropriateness of models that hardwire coupled social and environmental processes into SES models.
The way forward
Three key areas of research need addressing to advance our understanding of the causes and dynamics of structural changes in SES and our ability to capture them:
Improving knowledge and data for social systems. We need to work towards enhancing the state of knowledge about the causes and dynamics of structural changes in social systems. Knowledge is not on par with that of natural systems and may never be, but there is considerable scope for its enhancement. Moreover, global datasets of socio-economic data beyond the standard census type (surveys, ethnographic work, field and lab experiments) are deeply needed to meet the challenge of understanding unexpected change in SES. As mentioned above, cost and privacy issues often limits extensive social data collection and sharing (Thakuriah et al. 2016) , in addition to interpretation (see Section 2.3 for a related discussion of combining qualitative and quantitative data).
New methods for reasoning about and modeling systemic change. Development and testing of methods that model changes in the SES structure are needed. Evolutionary mechanisms and other AI methods or narratives and visions derived in participatory contexts, could enable the generation of new formal or informal rules (Table  3) . Alternatively, adaptive network models (Sayama et al., 2013) could bring the structural focus of network modelling into models of SES dynamics. Better methods for identifying critical transitions or regime shifts in model output, including an automatic creation of "stability landscapes" (Bitterman and Bennett, 2016) and statistical methods of regime shift identification (Filatova et al., 2016) are needed. Very often sparse data needs to be used simultaneously to calibrate and validate the model. Retrodictive (or abductive) methods offer a promising path around this paradox because model structure can be derived from theory, rather than from data only (Mingers, 2006) . However, it is important to ensure that model results are meaningful and can be connected to real cases in relevant ways.
Dealing with uncertainty issues as they relate to systemic change. It is especially pertinent to identify sources of uncertainty, and to be able to differentiate unexpected changes due to modeling errors from those that are novel emergent behaviors of the modeled system. It calls for developing methods that trace the main sources of influence over specific system state transitions in SES model output, often prone to multiple sources of influence. Issues of model identifiability (sometimes known loosely as equifinality and multifinality of model instances) are likely to be enhanced in coupled SES, as will be the uncertainty arising from "unknown unknowns" related to omitting, among other things, regime shifts that were not anticipated. Recording the temporal dynamics of SES models should entail traces of underlying processes driving it, to enhance our understanding of how and why a model run evolved. Moreover, new validation methods need to be embraced that extend beyond historical data, to test validity of processes that have not yet occurred but could. Gamification, choice experiments, expert visions, and narratives about possible futures (or alternative past) from participatory research may create an empirical basis for testing whether emergent states in SES models are feasible. Some of these validation methods need to account for, not only system-level transitions, but also micro-level, to capture spatially-explicit changes (Bone et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2005) or social interactions. These considerations emphasize the need to test alternative hypotheses, using multiple techniques of which exploratory modeling and analysis (discussed in Section 2.2.2) is a central element. Unknown unknowns and Black Swan events (Taleb, 2007) are somewhat more difficult to incorporate, but models should include processes to allow an emergence of low-probability scenarios, especially given that stochastic tails may get 'fatter' (e.g. high-end climate change scenarios).
2.6
Grand challenge 6: Integrating the human dimension 2.6.1 Nature of the challenge A spectrum of SES models ranges from those that represent underlying natural processes well but neglect the role of people, organizations and institutions, to those that are rich in representations of social processes but fail to do justice to the environmental dimensions of the problem. Bidirectional feedbacks between the human and natural model subsystems, however, are paramount to reproducing the non-linear dynamics of SES (Filatova et al., 2016; Robinson et al., 2018; Schlüter et al., 2014) . This implies that the mechanisms driving dynamics within each subsystem should be captured in complexity that is sufficient, but at the same time is warranted by the modeling purpose.
Contemporary quantitative SES models used for policy support are dominated by three common approaches in representing the human dimension: scenarios, statistical models and equilibrium models (columns i to iii in Table  2 ). These three approaches are convenient because they are formal and avoid qualitative concepts. By assuming that the decisions of a rational representative individual can be directly scaled up, they also conveniently "solve" the conceptual issue of how to model economic behavior and how societies make choices. This ability to aggregate behavior is especially important for coupled SES models, which often operate over regional, national, continental and global scales. Yet, in some cases, this stylized scaling up of human behavior can be unsatisfactory because it does not allow for capturing sufficient heterogeneity and therefore could have misleading consequences for the design of environmental policies (Farmer and Foley, 2009; Pindyck, 2013; Stern, 2016) .
Hence, over the past decade a rise of alternative modeling formalisms have occurred, driven by the urge to go beyond the static representative, by developing rational agents with perfect information. These approaches emphasize the use of heterogeneous actors (households, farmers, firms, cities, regions, etc.) who may be boundedly rational and experience an asymmetry of information. Formalisms such as agent based models represent social behavior more fully, as do interactive approaches where individuals and representatives of organizations and institutions take decisions related to the human dimension in SES (columns iv to vi in Table 2 ).
As the examples in Table 2 illustrate, the six alternative methods to represent human dimensions in SES vary in their abilities to accommodate feedbacks with the environment, diversity of social decisions, interactions and learning within the human dimension, and their richness of theoretical foundations. When present, these come at the price of higher data intensity, time and costs to acquire quantitative and qualitative social data, technical modeling skills and an extended uncertainty analysis (as described in the challenges above). Yet, the benefits of this evolution in methods are evident when, for example, 'Scenarios' of how the human dimension develop in SES with agent-based approaches are compared (Table 2) . With no feedbacks between the modeled dynamics of an environmental subsystem and the fixed social trend in 'Scenario' approach, the modeling may produce impossible or illogical results, such as continued exponential population growth after environmental destruction (Dellink et al., 2017) . Instead, in agent-based models and systems dynamics models, for example, time lags and feedbacks can be represented with modeled agents adjusting their decisions according to conditions (Bell et al., 2019; Bonabeau, 2002; Zellner, 2008) . Policy choice on SES management stemming from these two different approaches would differ substantially, potentially overlooking or over-predicting an SES collapse.
Social science (sub)models fall behind for several reasons including the following:
Limited funding for social science. Funding allocated for social science modeling has historically been much less than that for natural science modeling (for example US National Science Foundation budget for social, behavioral and economic sciences is 4% of the total research funding budget). This may explain why only a small subclass of social sciences (e.g. environmental economics, environmental psychology, environmental planning and policy, sometimes anthropology) consider environmental challenges as a subject of research.
Inherent difficulties in gathering data and representing the process of actual decision-making in models. SES modelers often access the outcomes of decision making (e.g., revealed preferences) or indirect representations (e.g., stated preferences), but not the decision process itself. As a result, the human behavior incorporated in coupled SES models is often rudimentary compared to the state of the art in social science modeling, and as such out of touch with current social theory. Recent reviews on approaches to represent the social dimension in SES models discuss this problem in detail (Müller-Hansen et al., 2017; Schlüter et al., 2017) .
The way forward
Despite being at the core of SES models, to date the representation of the human dimension has, by and large, been inadequate. Achieving appropriate representation of the human dimension in SES models, including social behavior, behavioral dynamics and interactions with the environment, at relevant scales, requires development in the following areas.
Better alignment between theory and data that inform social decision rules. This alignment is required to find ways to specify human dimensions in coupled SES models. Cases where a relevant social theory have been empirically validated and can be used 'off the shelf' are rare. Often, broad outlines of relevant human behavior are understood but parameters specific to the situation are unknown and require contextual (quantitative and qualitative) data to specify rules of socio-economic decisions, learning and interactions. Model parametrization raises questions about the extent to which available data are valid for representing the phenomenon of interest.
Socio-economic data are being gathered in increasingly large quantities, opening possibilities to validate (or reject) nuanced social science theories relevant for environmental decisions. The rise of 'big data' and wide use of machine learning algorithms (Tolk, 2015) could help in building better empirical models of human behavior. Currently, there are only a few examples (Elbattah, 2018) of this approach but the increasing amount of data availability and growing computational power suggest this will be an active and rapidly expanding area in the nearby future. At the very least, machine learning algorithms should provide some heuristics about social decisions rather than being implemented as black boxes.
Going beyond ad hoc assumptions or stylized theories underpinning human behavior. The social science should progress beyond modeling farmers and households, to represent firms and organizations that often alter SES dynamics more than individuals. Institutions -formal ones such as markets and informal ones such as normsare major vehicles driving dynamics in human dimensions of SES. Yet, it is not sufficient to duplicate the same agents (e.g. people) to produce dynamics typical for a group-agent (e.g. organizations or firms) or an agent representing processes at another scale (e.g. government, policy institution or a city). Acknowledging that various societal processes occur at different scales demands the use of different social models (farmer, household, firm ⇒ city ⇒ region ⇒ country ⇒ world economy) to represent them, an area which directly links to necessary development in scaling issues (discussed in Section 2.4.2). Capturing behavior -and especially behavioral changes -calls for new coupled models with the ability to sufficiently capture descriptive decision representations of individuals, farmers and households, as well as the organizations and institutions they collectively form, to allow for adequate assessment of impacts, which makes models more relevant to their users (Beckage et al., 2018; Gilligan, 2018) .
Converging on a set of generic modules to represent iconic socio-economic decisions in the environmental context. Less funding for social sciences and the nature of research in SES, which is often case study based, makes it almost impossible to generalize findings and excel in this discipline. There is potential for fundamental progress with increased effort in a number of key directions:  focusing on the same geographic areas or types of SES problem to leverage shared data and network (e.g. EU COST action http://www.cost.eu/ or Coupled Natural and Human Systems of the National Science Foundation),  providing individual incentives for contributors of code and data (See Section 2.1.2), and  creating an open access library of shareable human decision code components (e.g.
https://www.CoMSES.net/). This will help the SES community to build upon a formal representation of iconic human decisions in code that is already verified (and potentially theoretically grounded and validated for a particular context) and allow further improvements instead of reinventing the wheel.
2.7
Challenge 7: Elevating the adoption of SES models and impacts on policy 2.7.1 Nature of the challenge A low uptake of SES models in policy design and implementation is a well-recognized problem (Zellner and Campbell, 2015) . This problem refers to the gap between model development and the actual use of models to support collaborative decision making, which is common to environmental modeling (Voinov and Bousquet, 2010) . Increasing the complexity of an SES modeling exercise to address this gap comes at costs; for example, of (dis)agreeing upon the greater number of assumptions, the interpretation of modeling results, and the prioritization of both social and environmental goals. Even when stakeholders have the opportunity to engage in the modeling process, power imbalances and mismatches between the locus of the decision and the scale of modeling can pose significant obstacles to informed, equitable, and empowered decision making. This is a deep and common challenge that manifests the more fundamental problem about the use of multiple sources of knowledge to support decision making in the face of complexity and uncertainty (Brooks, 1984; Jasanoff, 2003; Kasprzyk et al., 2013; Lempert et al., 2002) .
Participatory modeling (PM) is a powerful approach to address SES-related problems, by harnessing the innovative capacity of diverse stakeholders to generate both understanding and novel solutions built on this understanding, and thus strengthening the adaptive capacity of SES. PM involves purpose and learning towards action, eliciting overt and tacit knowledge to formalize collective representations (models) of complex problems, and co-generating new insights to advance policy. In addition to innovation, PM promotes a sense of ownership or appropriation, not only of the problem, but also of the analysis and findings that are brought forth through an open and transparent discussion of model assumptions and tradeoffs (Sterling et al., 2019) . This rapidly coalescing field is a testament to its promise. Nevertheless, decision makers who would greatly benefit from using models of socio-environmental interactions and feedback to inform their actions, are unlikely to be trained SES modelers. Progress in this respect involves balancing the relevant representation of complex SES with the ability to effectively communicate and incorporate such complexity within the decision-making process, to then lead to policies and actions that improve both social and environmental outcomes. We identify several challenges to be addressed in this effort:
Measuring the impact of SES modeling on decision making. Methods and theories from learning sciences have introduced new ways of designing PM exercises, and investigating the impact of PM on learning and decisionmaking (Mallavarapu et al., 2015; Milz et al., 2017 . Anthropological techniques that map a group's set of cultural models are also being adapted for this purpose. But how such learning is tied to actions, and system transformation from these actions, remains hard to establish and assess.
Lack of understanding of the inevitable uncertainty that is part of modeling complex SES. The limited adoption and influence of SES models is partly due to the relatively poor understanding by both modelers and decision makers of the various sources and kinds of uncertainty, and how to incorporate this in a decision-making context (see Section 2.2). In addition to improving knowledge, it is important that there is a shift from a need for accuracy (i.e., forecasting the future) to an acceptance of robustness as a sound policy strategy. The acceptance of robustness could involve anticipating a range of possible futures that are more likely to capture system behavior, and where policy can be designed to address the distribution of outcomes (Bankes et al., 2002) . In Section 2.2, we have articulated various ways for more explicit incorporation of uncertainty management in the development of policy around SES. The possible consequences of complex SES dynamics, such as irreversible regime shifts (see section 2.5), is also poorly recognized by some policy makers.
Scaling up of outcomes from participatory modeling across multiple scales. PM can be very effective and productive in small participatory settings. However, SES-related problems involve cross-scale processes, and thus require scaling up beyond in-person interaction, to include a broader representation of systems, knowledge and values. Platforms (modeling tool frameworks, and interfaces and facilitation structures to support their use) must be developed to enhance the exploration of the complex SES problem space, the design of possible solutions, and the evaluation of inevitable tradeoffs that arise from implementing such solutions. Such platforms would be better able to sustain the level and diversity of engagement needed to encourage meaningful discussions and advance policy development and transformations in SES modeling. Preliminary work (e.g.: participatorymodeling.org) has shown the promise of such platforms in enhancing individual and collaborative learning about SES complexity, in designing innovative and effective solutions to complex SES problems, and in reaching compromises around solutions. This work is in its infancy, however, and is hard to scale up in its current form.
The way forward
To bridge the gap between SES model development and its use in practice, particularly in decision-and policymaking, we suggest addressing the following research opportunities:
In-depth understanding of participatory modeling aspects. We should seek to gain more in-depth understanding of the process by which to enhance access to modeling by novice stakeholders. How and when is it appropriate to engage them? How should we assess the engagement and the outcomes of the modeling exercise? Research is underway, but more is needed to help define the right level of abstraction for different problems and stakeholders, and to understand how stakeholders use such models and their results. We seek to develop generalizable guidelines for selection of appropriate modeling practices and tools , whilst understanding where tailoring to specific contexts is needed, particularly with respect to the inclusion of cultural differences in stakeholder engagement, and in linking international science and local level sustainability efforts (Lahsen and Nobre, 2007) . While some efforts are underway Jordan et al., 2018; Sterling et al., 2019) , this is still an active and crucial area for further research. Ethical considerations must be part of this endeavor, as both tools and processes are vulnerable (inevitably) to substantial manipulation, but they can be transparent and even productive if power imbalances are recognized and neutralized.
Better understanding of the political process underpinning decision making. It is imperative to know where models and other decision support tools and sources of evidence fit within the political spectrum (Lempert, 2002; Parker et al., 2015) . And this in turn requires understanding of the judgment process (Hoch et al., 2015; Zellner et al., 2012) , the role that mental models play in shaping collective judgments (Milz, 2015) and how various models (e.g. types, outputs) can be effectively used to inform mental models. For example, heterogeneous beliefs and values, together with outcome distributions, can be more effectively addressed with ensembles of models and the wisdom of crowds than with single comprehensive models aiming to produce accurate predictions (Bankes et al., 2002; Zellner, 2008) . Building this knowledge also has the potential to improve how the human dimension is incorporated in SES models (See Section 2.6).
More effective visualization. New methods and data should include those that help convey the social and biophysical complexity of SES and the tradeoffs that arise from possible solutions to addressing SES-related problems (Zellner et al., in press) . Effective visualizations of model outputs or information, tailored to the audience including decision makers, ensures better, actionable understanding of the problem (Grainger et al., 2016) . New kinds of interactive interfaces are also needed to help stakeholders access models, be it to make sense of simulation results (e.g. through monetization of values or other forms of impact representation), to shape assumptions and inputs in model development and scenario building, and to actively negotiate around inevitable conflicts and tradeoffs. The role of stakeholders should be much more expansive than a passive audience that consumes information from experts, and rather is a co-creator of models, knowledge and solutions.
2.8
Grand challenge 8: Leveraging new data types and sources 2.8.1 Nature of the challenge
We live in an era where data become rapidly available due to technological advances in sensory devices and computational infrastructures for archiving and sharing information. The inflationary epoch of data explosion is also referred to as the "Data Big Bang" (Pesenson et al., 2010) . New data sources relevant for SES modeling include non-traditional sources of socio-environmental data. Blazquez and Domenech (2018) identify six categories of socio-economic big data sources that generate data, actively or passively, when individuals use search engines, social media, mobile devices, apps, social networks, or wearable devices. All these contribute to an ever-increasing digital footprint of individuals, which can be upscaled to social institutes. These technological developments include:
• The proliferation of new platforms such as CubeSats and drones (Chin et al., 2008) . Sensors and analytical tools are rapidly expanding the use of remotely sensed and other data in studying social and socio-environmental systems (e.g. Bayat et al., 2017) . • Mobile devices and social media postings offer large quantities of (geolocated) data, which can be mined as new sources of information, to derive new insights into socio-environmental processes. Some application areas include tracking human mobility and migration (Kryvasheyeu et al., 2016) , smart tourism (Brandt et al., 2017) and visitor tracking (Tenkanen et al., 2017) , landscape valuation at continental scales (van Zanten et al., 2016) , and disaster response . • The widespread penetration of smartphones and inexpensive internet-connected sensors (Internet of Things; Fang et al., 2014) is enabling crowdsourcing of data gathering and enabling citizens and communities to take active roles in citizen science (e.g. Certomà et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2018; Muller et al., 2015) . • Advances in big-data processing and machine learning are making it feasible to process ever-greater quantities of data, and cope with the diversity of data sources in the environmental sciences (Lokers et al., 2016) . • It is becoming increasingly feasible to model large and complex systems (Mattman, 2013), including agent-based simulations comprising many millions of agents (Abar et al., 2017; Melgar et al., 2014) or machine learning methods for data-driven modeling (Willcock et al., 2018) .
Methods have emerged to synthesize heterogeneous data from multiple sources to support holistic analyses and extraction of new knowledge (Gibert et al., 2018) . New data sources are particularly relevant for policy making in the context of citizen science, as an integral component of public participation in policy in e.g. Europe (Schade et al., 2017) , but also for monitoring Sustainable Development Goals, a research direction that the United Nations Global Pulse is exploring. Global Pulse is an innovation initiative of the United Nations working to harness big data, artificial intelligence and other emerging technologies to support sustainable development and humanitarian action (UN Global Pulse, 2017a), as in the case where data is used from social media as evidence for understanding movements and perceptions of migrants in Europe (UN Global Pulse, 2017b).
New innovative technologies for analyzing and visualizing data offer great promise to take advantage of this data increase to address the challenges and opportunities for SES modeling as outlined in this paper. However, these advantages bring their own challenges for SES modeling. The most prominent example relates to harvesting social datasets that are currently sparse (See Section 2.4 and 2.5). With new data types and sources (social media, mobile devices), social datasets will be enriched. The challenge for SES modeling is to include the abundance of data from new sources in their portfolio, and combine these with traditional information in order to improve decision making. This challenge extends to ways to address the issues of privacy, uncertainty, and upscaling.
Dealing with emerging ethical issues. The flipside of the ability to capture individual data is the inevitable privacy issues, such as breaches and risks. For example, it has come as a shock to many social and medical scientists to discover that machine learning methods can partially or completely re-identify individual subjects from data that was believed to have been de-identified sufficiently to be safe for public release (Kitchin, 2013; Ioannidis, 2013; Mai, 2016; Maliapen, 2009; Rothstein, 2010) . This introduces important ethical obligations for researchers to protect respondents' privacy. These may also affect the availability of data for research purposes if data sources that are currently publicly available, such as municipal open-data portals, become unavailable due to privacy concerns. Moreover, social-media providers sometimes make detailed microdata available to researchers or collaborate with researchers to conduct experiments, but many questions arise about the ethical oversight of such experiments and data collection, access to data for replication studies, and the potential conflict of interest between sound research and the business interests of social-media companies (Farrell, 2017; Rosenberg et al., 2018) . There are however privacy-preserving methods for computing participatory mapping using mobile phones, as in the case of noise pollution (Drosatos et al., 2012; 2014) .
Methodological issues around data collection and use. The availability of large amounts of data should not blind us from sighting fundamental scientific questions about the data collection methodology, and the computability of the underpinning methodological principles with the study's purpose. For example, social media and mobile phone signals can provide data on locations and movements of millions of people, but do not generally constitute a representative sample of the population (Barberá and Rivero, 2015; Weeg et al., 2015) nor perhaps directly meet the main SES issue in question. Similarly for environmental data collected by inexpensive sensors, which can be valuable (Samourkasidis and Athanasiadis, 2016) , it is important to understand and account for challenges in calibration and drift. Finally, modeling tools, especially those that are data intensive, can easily become too obscure to be useful in an open and transparent deliberative decision-making process. Such processes are the kind that are most needed to effectively address SES challenges, since action to address these challenges must typically be coordinated across multiple actors operating at diverse temporal and spatial scales (Zellner and Campbell, 2015) .
The way forward
For SES modeling to benefit from promising technological advances such as new data types and sources in SES modeling, the associated ethical and methodological dilemmas need to be overcome.
Incorporating ethics and equity considerations. Both researchers and institutional review boards need to be familiar with the ethics of data science and big data and must keep abreast of new developments in this area. Ethics of data science must be incorporated into responsible conduct of research training. Questions of power, representation, and equitable access arise: researchers should consider whether data-collection and analysis methods are likely to exacerbate inequalities through biased data collection, biased analysis, or presentation of results in ways that exclude certain groups (e.g., technical presentations that are difficult to understand without advanced education) (Lum, 2017; Lum and Isaac, 2016; O'Neil, 2016) .
Addressing biases and uncertainty. Where social media or other sources of large-scale non-representative data are used, tools such as multilevel regression with post-stratification are valuable for addressing selection and sampling biases if sufficient demographic data are available (Howe and Leiserowitz, 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Weeg et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015) . A key principle to consider is what value any source of big data will add to resolving an SES problem and if that data reduces uncertainty (Section 2.2.2) in the modeling. It cannot be assumed that more data will reduce uncertainty, as the nature of uncertainty can simply change. However, big data can help better characterize and bound uncertainty for variables that do not experience a regime shift over time.
Synthesis and conclusions
In this section, a vision is synthesized for the future of SES modeling, and priority areas for research and action. The vision is organized around harnessing the following opportunities: education and training; consolidating methodological knowledge through multiple and comparative studies; and shifting from piecemeal and ad-hoc uncertainty assessment practices to integrated uncertainty management. If these issues can be surmounted, then we can ensure that decision makers have tools that can better address their needs.
Education and training
As mentioned above, it can be challenging for scholars to have sufficient disciplinary training among all relevant disciplines to be literate in the broad topics of SES modeling. SES scholars must master integration and be able to bridge diverse epistemologies. In order to facilitate education of the future generations of SES modelers, we need to:
• Emphasize collaboration between disciplines with proper communication, knowledge sharing and documentation skills. This includes SES modelers developing standards and protocols on exchange of data and model code, learning to collaborate effectively in online environments, and being proficient in using versioning systems like Git and hosting services like GitHub to enable collaborative modeling. • Provide open access to more training opportunities online (tutorials, MOOCs) and in person (summer/winter schools) to learn the practice and theory of different types of methods and applications. • Develop shared curriculum and competency frameworks to bring together experiences and skill sets.
This requires ongoing development and evaluation of pedagogical approaches (i.e. delivery methods and resources) related to SES modeling, and how they relate to modeling competencies. The emerging competency frameworks will enable the development of distinct and recognizable profiles in SES modeling and provide the basis for higher education to create courses and programs. • Offer training in the methods of engagement with diverse types of stakeholders to allow the formation of actionable science. A closer involvement of stakeholders with the practice of modelers will not only improve skills of modelers, but also these stakeholders will be empowered in their critical and constructive evaluation of the use of computational models. It will be especially important for model users to learn what leads to certain model outcomes, and what we can learn from successes and failures in SES model applications.
Consolidating methodological knowledge for SES modeling
The preponderance of literature in SES modeling is on single case study applications. While these case studies have been useful for identifying lines of enquiry that warrant further research, we envision that continuing with the status quo seems unlikely to yield large benefits around addressing the above delineated challenges. To be able to increase and accelerate SES science, we conclude that one of the prime research opportunities is in pursuing multiple and comparative case studies especially in relation to research design. The design of these studies should focus on the methodological choices for treating the challenges identified in this study and how they affect model outcomes. We see at least two ways in which this research direction can be implemented. Firstly, large projects can trial and assess different methodological choices, and their implications in terms of the model's utility and impact on actionable science. Secondly, multiple projects can be designed or executed in similar ways to allow for meta-analysis and cross-case study comparisons. Of course, to encourage collaboration and research around developing and testing methodologies, there is a need for funding commitment that value efforts around methodological experimentation and synthesis.
Moreover, the SES modeling community needs to adopt reflective, consistent, and systematic reporting practices with explicit focus on considerations within the modeling process itself. Key considerations would be identifying decision forks, explaining the rationale behind choices with linkages to contextual as well as behavioral factors (e.g. biases), critical reflections on "what actually happened" versus "what was planned", illuminating the muddling through moments and failures rather than textbook descriptions, and identifying critical learning incidents. The accumulation of a robust and consistent body of knowledge over time can lead to multiple benefits. Firstly, synthesizing and consolidating this knowledge (e.g. in the form of guidelines and lessons) will provide practical advice for researchers and practitioners on the design and implementation of SES modeling methodologies. Secondly, it will help identify those promising research leads that warrant further methodological developments.
Shift towards integrated uncertainty management
Despite theoretical and methodological advances towards more integrated ways for characterizing and assessing multiple sources of uncertainty in the SES modeling process, many of these developments have not become common practice. The norm for uncertainty assessment is still narrowly limited largely to parametric analysis of models. Moreover, reported treatment of uncertainty is often detached from the science investigated, rather than linked to the knowledge gaps, and model purpose and use in addressing these gaps.
Advancing integrated uncertainty assessment practices has the potential to improve the way all other delineated grand challenges are addressed and prioritized. Conversely, mis-or under-treatment of uncertainty may exacerbate the other challenges. Addressing uncertainty can thus be an integrative lens to assemble the aforementioned challenges.
Most of the challenges discussed in here are epistemic and surmountable, mainly relating to progressing our model structure representations and overall modeling practices. Nevertheless, there will always be a level of structural, irreducible uncertainty because of the inevitable human inability to understand and represent the real world, and because of the inherent complexity of SES that prevents succinct representation with the knowledge and data at hand. It is the role of uncertainty management to prioritize the sources of uncertainty, identify the value of new information and to characterize and communicate the resultant limitations.
Uncertainty communication is a promising subfield of uncertainty assessment and management, where SES modelers should work closely with researchers in the development of methods informed by interdisciplinary knowledge (e.g. behavioral science, data analytics) of how humans process information, perceive and interpret risk, and make decisions under uncertainty. This should lead to improved understanding of how models can be best developed and applied, as reflected in: improved process design to elevate value for stakeholders, effective balance between the use of qualitative and quantitative methods, and fit-for-purpose visualization and communication methods. The effective use of visualization and communication methods is particularly important for SES modeling, where the dimensions of output data grow quickly (Lee et al., 2015) , necessitating novel and appealing ways of distilling and communicating key policy insights.
